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'He slammed my head against
the dumpster a few times ..."
BY GEARY COX

news editor
A JMU student living
in South View apartments
was attacked in the parking
lot outside her building last
Thursday night.
junior Tamara Hathaway

said she was taking out her
trash at 8 p.m. when she was
attacked from behind by an
unknown male. Hathaway said
the suspect covered her mouth
so she could not scream.
"He slammed my head
against the dumpster a few
times," she said. The man

ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

staff writer and news editor

Virginia Tech, die C nllrge
of William k Mary and the
University of Virginia may become chartered universities,
which would change the status
of these universities from state
agencies to public entities.
There are no current plans
to include JMU in the Chartered Universities Initiative.
"The charter legislation
would define the new category

demanded
money
from
Hathaway. "1 reached into my
purse to get my wallet, but 1
got out pepper spray instead.
"He let me go, but as 1 was
running away, he was flailing
his arms. He had a knife in his
hand and he cut my arm," she
said. The cut did not require
professional medical attention, she said.
Hathaway said she ran to
her apartment, shut and locked

the door and called the police.
Officers arrived about five minutes later and began searching for the suspect, she said.
Hathaway was alone in her
apartment — all of her roommates having left on Fall Break.
A Harrisonburg Police
Department spokesperson
was unavailable for comment
as of Wednesday evening.
Hathaway described the
suspect as a black male, about

phoao iliuMmwa by EVIN SHOAP/xmor photofrupher

MA and ttw administration am looking to Increase the number of emergency blue light* around campus.

SGA proposes to increase number of emergency lights
BY MIMI LIU

contributing writer
The
Student
Government
Association and the administration
are discussing preliminary proposals to add more emergency blue
lights on campus to increase safety.
Student Body President Tom
Culligan said plans will not be set
until next month. Culligan also said

that nothing has been dona so far,
only that "we would like to see an
increase concept .— the more we
have, the better."
The administration will publicly
announce the final decision on emergency blue lights once it is reached.
"The only real constraint is
the funding, but the administration has expressed very strong
support," Culligan said. "They've

VT, W&M, UVa. look to
become chartered schools
staff writer

HI*: 62
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A campus
blue-light
special
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Man attacks female student in South View

Flu shot
only for
high-risk
people
The University Health Center
will only give flu vaccines to
high-risk faculty, staff and
students starting on Oct. 25
through Nov. 5, or for however
long the vaccine supplies last.
People at-risk include those
over 65, those with chronic
medical conditions, pregnant
women and those who work
in healthcare.
People with asthma, diabetes, kidney/liver/hepatic
disease, heart disease, lung
disease, cancer, HIV/AIDS
or those receiving extended
immune suppression therapy
have a higher priority than others to receive the flu vaccine.
The Health Center only will
receive 800 to 1,000 flu vaccinations,
according to Arm Simmons,
coordinator of health services. This
shipment is half of about half of
the total number of vaccinations
ordered by the Health Center
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC)
instructed the American College
Health Association to follow
the guidelines set after final
confirmation of a limited supply
of influenza vaccinations, which
in turn encouraged the University
Health Center to do the same.
"We were then instructed to give it only to people
who fit the criteria." said Lois
Kauffman, assistant director of
clinical operations who holds a
bachelor of science in nursing.
"This isn't our decision —
we're just doing what we're told to
do by trie OX," Simmons said.
"We are one of the only colleges in Virginia that has the
vaccine," she added.
There currently are no available vaccines at Virginia Tech
and George Mason University,
according to those schools.
There to another option for
students called the Flumist nasal
vaccine, a nasal spray with the
live Influenza virus vaccine.
Flumist can be obtained through
a heal* care professional but is
not offered at the Health Center.
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of institutions as political subdivisions of the state, much like
cities and counties," JMU President Linwood Rose said.

in terms of tuition, funding
and state regulation.
In terms of disadvantages,
if JMU were to become a chartered
school,
it would have
Tins would give the universities' to expand its
urn freedoms and flexibilities'
administrative
staff "to properly
manage
Chartered schools would university affairs without state
act as semi-public, semi-pri- involvement," Rose said. The
vate universities. This change three universities proposing
would give the universities
new freedoms and flexibilities
tt CHAMTEM page 5

been very supportive of student
safety and concern."
SGA members, students, administrators, campus police and others will conduct the annual lighting
tour sometime in November. The
tour usually takes a couple of hours
and occurs around late evening.
"Basically, we all get in a van
set BLUB, page 5

Senate passes 4 bills
BY MKH NOSAL

SGA reporter
Delta Epsilon Chi Student
Ambassadors, The Brrezr and
the Psychology Peer Advising
Group all received money
through four |
hlMil.e Ml

passed by
the Student
S e n » t e
Tuesday night.
Delta Epsilon Chi, a marketing-based fraternity, was
given $600 to cover the cost
of registration for members
attending the Collegiate

Leadership Academy.
"The trips can get fairly
expensive -about$400 per person." said senior Jason Storms,
vice president of finance for
Delta Epsilon Chi "We do fund
raising, but it's not enough to
cover the cost. Thaf s why we're
asking tor funds."
Student Ambassadors was
given $3,083.41 from its reserve
account to purchase a new Dell
laptop and a digital camera
The computer used now
in Sonner Hall was given to
Student Ambassadors by a
Ml SGA. pas' 5

6 feet 3 inches tali of medium
build, about 230 pounds and
wearing all-black clothing.
Hathaway said the dumpster where she was attacked is
20 feet from her apartment.
"I haven't been going
outside alone a lot since,"
Hathaway added.
Anyone with information on this case or similar
incidents should contact the
HPD at 434-2545.

Court
hears gun
lawsuit
objections
BY KELLY JASPER

senior writer
Fifteen minutes, Dave
Briggman said "Fifteen minutes — I told you thaf s all it
would take."
Though brief, a 15-minute
hearing Wednesday morning marked me start of court
hearings over the legality of
JMU's weapons policy, extending for another two months
Briggman's challenge to carry
a gun on campus.
The Keezletown resident
filed the lawsuit a month ago.
He is seeking a temporary
injunction to halt JMU's
weapons policy, which doesn't
make an exception for holders
of concealed weapons permits,
such as Briggman.
But Wednesday's hearing
only addressed the defense's
objections to the suit and did not
take evidence into consideration.
A longer hearing on Briggman's
argument will be scheduled
after he amends his pleading,
addressing the objections.
The objections include
seven points in which Assistant
Attorney General James Wright,
who is representing JMU, said
Briggman's claims are not sufficient to justify legal action.
Briggman's suit named JMU
President Linwood Rose, not the
university or Board of Visitors,
as trie defendant Rose did not
appear at trie hearing. Wright said,
"This is a matter really against
James Madison University."
"There is no evidence that
the Board of Visitors crafted this
policy," Briggman wrote in a
motion opposing the objection.
Briggman drafted the motion,
having chosen to pursue the
case without a lawyer.
Rockingham County Circuit
Judge James Lane said Rose is an
agent of the board, so naming him
as a defendant was correct. Still,
he sustained the objection because
the board is a "necessary party"
and should also be named.
Wright said Briggman
also doesn't allege irreparable
harm — a requirement of the
injunction Briggman said he is
harmed by the policy because
he could be removed from campus, arrested or have his gun
confiscated if he was stopped
while driving through campus
with a weapon.
After speaking with JMU
Police. Wright said the policy
see GUN, page 5

The College Democrats and
College Republicans face off
in a rowdy panel debate.

WWW.'

Two
DUKE DAYS

Gibbs' war room
find out why the
ins are sucking
bad.-
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Events Calendar

Contact Us

Thursday, Oct. 21

Saturday, Oct. 23

Delta Delta Delta is sponsoring its 2nd Annual Tri Delta Triple
Play All proceeds will benefit St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital Come watch a Softball tournament between sororities, fraternities and clubs/organizations at the ISAT/Coilege
Center Fields to 7p.m. Contact Sarah Corley at corleysb or
Julie Gross at gross/e with questions

Come dance the night away with the Swing Dance Club in PC
Ballroom. A beginner lesson will be held al 8 p.m and ihe dance will
be held from 9 lo 11:30 p.m The event is free and no experience or
partner is necessary. For more information contact Emily at fteckaa.

Friday, Oct. 22

Canterbury Episcopal Campus Ministry will be holding Holy Eucharist
at 5 p.m. The service will be followed by a home cooked meal. The
Canterbury House is on South Main Street, across Irom the Quad and
BW's. Contact Mae at condonme lor more information.

Free Thinkers will be holding Presidential Candidate Darts
and Pats on the commons from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The Breeze is published Monday
and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout James
Madison University and the local
Harrlsonburg community Comments and complaints should be
addressed to Alison Fargo, editor

Sunday, Oct. 24

Dont miss your chance lo pin the University Recreation
Team for the spring semester. This is the last day applications will be accepted Stop by the Welcome Center at UREC
or visit the UREC )ob Web site at www./mu.edu/rBCreafion/
abouf//oos.shtm/ to gel an application.
ly girlfriend's
Iroom to make
ire she s not
eating on me.'

POLICE LOG
Bv

SHARON SCHIFT-/

Scorn
Sophomore

senior writer

Petty Larceny
A JMU studenl reported the thefl of $30 from an unlocked dorm room in Spruce House on Oct. 14
between 12 and 2:48 a.m

campus
SPOTLIGHT

A JMU employee reported seeing two males running with a stolen 4x4 tractor crossing sign in K Lot.
Damage was lound where the sign was removed. The sign was dropped at the scene on Oct. 14 at 4:10
a.m.

If you could put a secret
camera in any room in
the world, where would
you put it and why?

JMU staff reported the larceny of a virgin Mary statue and a Spanish guitar from Wilson Hall on Oct. 17
between 10 and 11:20 p.m.
Property Damage
A JMU student reported damage to the passenger's side mirror from a vehicle parked in the R8 Lot
between Oct. 8 at 2 p.m. and Oct. 10 at 11 a.m.

'A sorority
house to see If
they really are liki
it is in the movie
Animal House."

A JMU employee reported damage to a door and lock of Godwtn Hall on Oct. 13 at 11:40 p.m
An unknown subject broke the lower portion of a glass door at Enlrance 1 of Gibbons Hall between Oct.
14 at 7:30 p.m. and Oct. 15 at 7 a.m.
Total parking tickets since Aug. 19: 6.562
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There currently are 95 members ol the Parent! Council
Tnie figure ran incorrectly
in the Oct. 11 issue of The
Breeze
The Student Advisory Council
Business Fair will be held Oct
27 The date of this event
was incorrectly reported in the
Duke Days section of the Oct
14 issue ol The Breeze
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Marta Abeli's Zirkle House
exhibit is entitled The shape
of smoke to come will be an
eooayewm ol honeybees
Virginia Creeper, and music
lovers. A real rationalogy from
a tool." The Information was
incorrectly reported in the Oct.
14 issue ol The Breeze
Information regarding the flu
vaccine waa Incorrect In the
Oct 14 issue of The Breeze.
The vacdne does not deliver
viable influenza virus.

Total drunk in pubkc since Aug. 19: 36
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CORRECTION

Grand Larceny
JMU personnel reported the larceny of a digital camera from Miller Hall between Oct. 6 al 5 p.m. and
Oct. 10 at 12 am
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(540)568-6127
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WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
IH»t»tMWrii.fiWiie»C—

KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.
Mon Sit 10-9, Sunday 12(

WHAT A RECORD
STORE SHOULD BE!
Listen Before) You Buy!

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

Now 2 locations

We Deliver!

to serve you!

S6.S0 minimum

540 432 0200

540 801 8160

1762 South Main Street
Harrlsonburg, VA 22801

(Behind Kroger)

22 Terry Drive

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

?ant4i

4
1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North)
3171 S Main SI (RT11 South)
1926 Deyerle Ave (Behind Valley Mall)
1041 W Market Si (RT33 West)

(540) 433-5800
www.miraclecarwashonline.com

Services may vary By location

The card it FREE
Every 6° wash it free
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with ID)
See attendant or on the web al www miraclewaahcard com
LESSON 83. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK - MORE PL A V

.-CORNFIELD
ACK!
IMS WELCOME.'
JWKDAi FRIDAY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

AD/3i8fcWoO
From Cross Keys Rd, turn cast on Pol Repittc Rd Go 3.2 mi. and lum lefton Pine>ille Rd
Go U m. and turn onto Valey We* Rd. Go 1 ni Cornfield on light
From Rt 33, Perm Laird, turn south on Lawyer Rd. Go'2.4 mi
Turn right on Pinevile Rd. Go 0.8 mi. and lum Wjooto Valley Vte^Rd.

mi

Ffom Rl. 3*3, lum ivest on Port Republic R4>fioii mi uiijm nght on Ljwef • .
Go 23 mi. and njm on Goods Ml Rd Go 0.5flit and turn Bgit on Longjoy rM.^15-

• Vtolt www.tfiebreeze.orv
for an online special on a
world peace speaker.
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Students share opinions on candidates through darts, pats
Bush patted for resolve, Kerry patted for poise

ADP holds silent online
auction to raise money

BY SHARON SCHIPP

senior writer

The Adult Degree
Program is holding its
Annual Online Auction,
which began Oct. 18.
The money raised from the
auction will go to the Dwight
M. Sours Scholarship.
ADP hopes to raise
$25,000, with half of the
money coming from the auction. One hundred percent
of Ihe proceeds from the
auction will benefit ADP.
Items are being collected
at the ADP office in Paul
Street House. Donations will
be taken through Nov. 10.
Visit the auction site at
http://tdtech.jmu.edulbislauclion2004lmdexJitml.
The auction will continue
through Nov. 18.
I Pit hosts Talent Jain
as Homecoming event
OURS LABZDAu

A students fills out a dart/pat form on Monday on the commons. The paintings of the
presidential candidates allowed students to poet their opinions about the two men.

The University Program
Board still is accepting
applications for this year's
annual Talent Jam.
The event will be part of
Homecoming activities.
Applications are due
by tomorrow at 5 p.m. to
the UPB office in Taylor
Hall, room 234. All applications should include
the application form and
a sample of work.
Cash prizes will be rewarded to the top three acts.
The Talent Jam will be
held on Thursday, Oct. 28
at 8 p.m. in the Wilson Hall
Auditorium. The event is
hosted by |MU alumus and
comedian Tim Young.
For more information
contact sophomore Jeremy
Paredes, UPD director of
media and public relations,
at x8-7822 or paredeje.

5K held in honor of KA member's father
BY MEGAN ERHARDT

contributing writer
Kappa Alpha Fraternity is sponsoring a cancer run/walk that will hit a
little closer to home than usual.
The run/walk on Sunday is in
honor of the father of senior Tyler Gray,
president of the fraternity, who passed
away less than a year ago from cancer.
All of the proceeds from the race
will go to the American Cancer Society
in one check that Tyler Gray himself
will present after the race. Gray knows
that his dad, Rev. J. Patrick Gray, would
appreciate all of the support he has
been receiving. "My dad used to always run races ... he loved this stuff,"

Gray said. "This means so much to me
and if s hard to be so close to the cause,
but if s such a wonderful [thing]."
Junior JP Smyth, a KA member,
said. "Now, our philanthropy is something we really care for personally. We
want to show respect for Tyler and his
father and get everyone involved and
aware of the cause."
Junior Michael Steuer, the race coordinator, said, "If s amazing how many
people are touched by this. It is really
bringing people together."
The Rev. J. Patrick Gray 5K Run/
Walk will be held on Sunday from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m., starting and finishing
behind the College Center. The cost is
$10 before the race and $15 the day of.

Students expressed compliments and criticism toward Sen.
John Kerry and President George
W. Bush during a dart/pat fund
raiser for Free Thinkers on the
commons Monday.
Free Thinkers sponsored the
event to earn money for its organization, charging 50 cents for
each comment. With less than two
weeks until the presidential election, students were able to convey
opinions on the candidates.
The pats and darts were a fun
and creative way to make students
think about the election, said senior Maggie Ardiente, vice president of Free Thinkers.
"If s a good way to get people
interested in voting," she said. "We
want to remind people what the
candidates stand for."
Students offered their opinions
on pieces of paper with pictures
of either a hand or a dart on them.
Students then anonymously wrote

down how they felt about a particular candidate.
"One person spent $5 on darts
for Kerry," Ardiente said.
Varying views of each candidate were expressed by students. "Some of [the comments)
are funny and make you wonder
if they know anything, while
some of them make you realize
these students watched the debates," said junior Julia Stewart,
treasurer of Free Thinkers.
Some of the light-hearted comments included statements such
as, "too much botox" as a dart for
Kerry. A pat for Bush read, "my
daughters are hot."
1 think it's funny but at the
same time, you hear everyone
else's opinions and get opinions
out without forcing them on people," freshman Erin Bennett said.
Students also commented
on pertinent issues such as the
economy, stem-cell research and
the war on terrorism.
About 100 darts and pats were
given out, Stewart said.

Speaker shares drug dealing experiences
BY CATLYN FRIEL

contributing writer
A former drag dealer shared with
students Monday how his lite changed
drastically when he served a two-year
jail sentence for drug dealing.
Raphael Saler, a middle school P.E
teacher in Pennsylvania, was in disbelief when police officers came to his
house to arrest him for drug dealing. He
had gotten into drugs in high school at
parties, but his habit really took off once
he graduated from college.
"It was interesting to hear how much
he knew about (drugs) and related to
college students and partying," junior
Ashlyn McKeithan said.

While Saler was working as a teacher,
on Friday and Saturday nights, he would
hit up the clubbing scenes with his friends
to take drugs such as ecstasy
Joe Bertolino was the Greek Advisor
at East Stroudsburg University when
Saler attended, and ended up being one
of the most supportive people in Saler's
life. He and Bertolino met a lot during
their time together at school, and became very close. After graduation, they
stayed in touch.
Saler got busted by police for delivering $300 worth of cocaine to a friend.
Saler spent two "gut-punching"
years in jail from 1998 to 2000. It was
ste DRUGS, page 5

Hair Corral

on 42 South a short distance from Super-Walmart; Dayton, VA 540-879-2557

$6.00 Barber Cuts
$9.00 Salon Cuts

ENO Waiting in
Barber Shop
■ Clipper Cuts

Buy 10, get one free* with your Reader's Choice Card!
four

boa
.'HUM than-average deal
wards Join the Reader's Choice Book Club Todayl

Tanning Beds Year-Round
Air Conditioned Rooms
NEW Bulbs

Walk-ins Welcome

Reader's Choice Recommends
Hours:
Mon-Fri
7am-5:30pm
Th 7am-7pm
.Sat 7am-4pmj
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Complete Line of
Hair Products
Cosmetics
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REDKEN
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$27.00 200 minutes
SI 5.50 100 minutes
$5.00 per session

BSD
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True stories that give voice to the
thoughts that we all have but dare
not mention.

NAIL SALON
Ipturcd N.nK

Manicuri

14 Hairstylists.

I Nail

An honest, sometimes tragic,
sometimes funny account of
a friendship in Kabul.

JMU School of Music and Masterpiece Season present:

OM. tflioufleuri:
A, (^French (^force
by Jacques Offenbach
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Dave Eggers' latest quirky
collection of good writing.
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FLU
SHOT
INFO
E

As you may know, the nation is experiencing an emergency situation with a
shortage of flu vaccine. Due to this crisis,
it is crucial that all health care facilities
cooperate with the Centers for Disease
Control, to assist with directing available
doses to the large numbers of at-risk individuals who are in need. The CDC guidelines are as follows:

veryone in the following groups should seek vaccination:

-All children aged 6-23 months
Jts aged 65 years and older
sons aged 2-64 with underlying chronic medical conditions - heart disease,
etes, kidney disease, asthma, cancer,or HIV/AIDS
omen who will be pregnant during flu season
idents of nursing homes and long-term care facilities
Idren 6 months to 18 years on chronic aspirin therapy
Ith-care workers involved in direct.patient care
Out of-home caregivers and household contacts of children younger than 6
months
enza season typically peaks in the United States between December and
March. Because each season is unpredictable, it's not known how severe the
2004-2005 season might be.
Persons not in the above groups should not be vaccinated, to allow
those at highest risk to receive a vaccination.

In an effort to comply with these updated CDC guidelines, UHC
is making the following changes in its flu clinic:

if

-Individuals who may receive the vaccine include students, staff, faculty,
faculty/staff emeritus and affiliates who meet the CDC guidelines.
-Faculty, faculty/staff emeritus, staff and affiliates, who are under 65 years of age
and at risk, according to CDC guidelines, are encouraged to receive the vaccine
from their primary care provider. If the provider is unable to give the flu vaccine, it may be obtained at the University Health Center. This will require signed
documentation of the medical risk factor as determined by that provider. This
excludes emails.
Unfortunately, due to our limited supply, family members will be unable to
receive the vaccine at the Health Center.

Dates and Times: Monday-Friday, Oct. 25th - Oct. 29th, 8:00am -1:00pm
Monday-Friday, Nov. 1st - Nov. 5th, 8:00am - 1:00pm
Location: JMU Health Center, located next to Burruss Hall
Cost: JMU Students: $10
JMU Faculty, Staff $10
Faculty/Staff Emeritus and Affiliates $ 10
Methods of payment accepted: Cash, Check or Flex

Must present JMU ID and ID with proof of age if over 65 years of age
Students will be screened for risk factors, by a health record review. Any student with a risk factor not in their current
health record will be asked to provide documentation by their primary care physician.
Individuals seeking vaccine should come to the Health Center during designated flu clinic hours.
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GUN: Lawsuit begins
GVN.frompagt 1

CHARTER: Culligan expresses concerns

... constitutes 'threat of enforcement,' otherwise, why would it
exist?" Briggman wrote in the
motion. Lane overruled the
defense's objection
Briggman has 21 days to
amend the pleading on the objections Lane sustained. The defense
then has 21 days to respond to the
amended pleading.
"Today's ruling was essentially
on the procedural motion," said
Tim Murtaugh, spokesman for the
Attorney General. He declined to
comment further on the case.

hasn't been enforced in 18 years.
However a check of the JMU
campus crime reports found that
from 2001 to 2003, 10 people were
arrested for illegal weapon possession. In the same period, 28
weapons violations were referred
for disciplinary action. Specifics
of the cases were not available,
such as if any incident pertained to
Briggman's situation — a visitor m
possession of a concealed weapon
with the proper permit.
"The mere existence of policy
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CHARTER, from page l

the legislation have larger staffs committed to these functions.
Under this new proposal, the chartered universities would be allowed to
operate with state funding but could
raise tuition, according to Student
Body President Tom Culligan.
Virginia's public universities and
colleges face many challenges ranging
from insufficient faculty salaries to the
lack of financial aid. The Chartered
Universities Initiative is "one component of a broader reform agenda that not
only will strengthen all universities and

colleges, but also will extend to more
Virginians than ever before affordable
access to post-high school education,"
according to the College of William &
Mary. Schools not listed in the legislation would continue to operate under
current regulations and oversight.
Culligan said, "I personally don't
think this proposal in its current
form would benefit JMU. If it something is [implemented], it should
benefit all schools.
"My biggest concern is the funding
discrepancies," he added. "I don't want
to see the other three schools funded at

levels that other schools can't afford."
Junior Beth Rudolph, director of
government relations for the SGA, is
following the charter school bill alongside Culligan. "There are aspects of the
bill that are wonderful and aspects that
are not best for all the universities in
the state," Rudolph said.
The primary benefits of the bill to
the charter schools are "greater independence in setting tuition and fees, exemption from state policies and procedures
regarding personnel management procurement of goods and services and capital outlay construction," Rose said.

SGA: Crew club hopes to build boathouse BLUE: Police to check on-campus lighting
SGA, from page 1

former admissions counselor
and isn't fit for their uses anymore. A new one would be
more helpful and convenient
in both executive and committee meetings, according to
senior Lawson Ricketts, student ambassadors president.
Senate voted to transfer $4,259.58 from a former
reserve account to The Breeze.
"This money was originally
their money so 1 don't see
why it would be a problem,"
said junior Lucy Hutchinson,
finance committee head.
The Breeze currently
receives money under the

Media Board, but was a
front-end budgeted organization about 10 years ago.
The leftover money was
never transferred.
The Psychology Peer
Advising
club
received
$414.17 to use for resource
books, paper for newsletters
and office supplies.
"This organization is
run through the psychology
department," said senior Jess
Begley, treasure and campus
liaison for the Psychology
Peer Advising Club. "There
are so many students that faculty doesn't have the time to
advise all students. We need

money for paper to print
the newsletter and buy new
resources and office supplies
to run the office."
Sophomore parliamentarian Brian Bennett announced
a temporary leave of absence
from his position on the SGA
executive staff.
1\vo new bills were presented to the Student Senate.
The first bill was from Hillel
asking for $2,900 from contingency to pay for a visiting
speaker. The other was from
the Crew Club asking for
$4,000 to build a boathouse.
Both bills will be passed onto
finance committee.

BLUE, from page I

"Basically, we all get in a
van and tour the campus to
check up on lighting — if it
is good, if it needs improvement," said Sgt. Peggy
Campbell of the crime prevention unit
Campbell also said that

students should distinguish
the difference between the
emergency blue lights and the
emergency phones located
in residence halls and other
public areas on campus.
Emergency phones have keypads not only to dial on-campus phone numbers, but'to

contact campus police in case
of an emergency. The emergency blue lights, on the other
hand, only can be used to contact campus police.
Campbell said there are
142 emergency phones and
emergency blue lights total
on campus.
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DRUGS: Students can
seek help on campus
DRUGS, from page 3

during these two years that
Bertolino visited Saler every
Sunday to check up on him.
Their friendship grew and with
time, they reinstated the bond
they once had.
Saler now is on his way to
living somewhat of a normal life.
However, he is a convicted felon
"If s so sad that this will alSARAH RABABY'conr. photographer ways follow him and his family,"
Raphael Saler tpeaka about sophomore Carrie Rhodes said.
his experience wtth drugs.
Saler is on probation until

2007 and, until then, he must
check into every police station
of a city he visits. Bertolino and
Saler say the most important
thing is to educate yourself
about the laws, and realize that
this can happen to anyone.
Bertolino and Saler encourage all students to seek
help if they, or a friend, need
help. Resources on campus
include the University Health
Center, resident adviser staff
and public safety staff.
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Flu vaccinations for inmates as unnecessary as for college students
Plastic trays, tiny windows and
cinderblock cells — it may sound
like a life only suited to an inmate.
But this shoddy excuse for an existence is all too common. We, the
poor college students of America,
are also condemned to the same
dank, lackluster environment.
The similarities are numerous.
Inmates eat in cafeterias. Students
eat in cafeterias. Inmates share
bathrooms. Students share bathrooms. Inmates have cellmates.
And yes, students have cellmates
— ahem, we mean roommates.
But what about the differences?
Two distinctions come to mind.
First, most of our fellow students
are not convicted felons (we hope).
Second, some inmates have access
to flu shots. Despite our disturbingly similar living conditions,
most students this year don't.
The Associated Press reports that
inmates at some federal and state
facilities receive flu shots. Most are
at highrisk, prison officials said,
meaning that the prisoner is either 65 and older or suffering
from a chronic medical condition. They say if s the best
way to lend off a flu epidemic
inside the prisons — which
would be costly to taxpayers.
Their claim is weak.
Why? Because it isn't fair.
With 98 million people at
risk for flu complications,
the available 55.4 million
vaccines obviously won't
do. With such a desperate
shortage, the living conditions of an inmate should
not be taken into consider-
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LETTERS TO THE

Stewart reveals dark side
of journalism on 'Crossfire'
DREW HANSON

Badger Herald

definitive statement of where he
stands in our popular-political
culture.
As a comedian, Stewart has
been hosting The Daily Show"
since January 1999. After inheriting the show from Craig Kitbom
Stewart went full throttle into the
2000 presidential election, shifting
the show into something much
more political, and — it can be
argued — more dvically minded
than its previous incarnations.
Since the 2000 election. Stewart has become a name to rely
on (yes, rely on) for evenhanded
satire of the news and the awkward failings of how it is covered.
With his wickedly smart humor.
Stewart has drawn in the viewers and — much like "Saturday
Night Live's Weekend Update"
— young people have come to
rely on Stewart for the news.
Such has given the host the
rare power that was once reserved
sok'ly for newscasters like Walter
Cronkite and Dan Rather. People
now depend on Stewart like the old
network newscasters. Far at least
this generation, he's fulfilling a role
that has been vacant smx the proliferation of 24-hour network news
channels in the last decade
In this role, Stewart has also
become somewhat of a watchdog for the public. Though he
doesn't directly call out and berate the sources of the problems
he did on "Crossfire,' he does
at least point them out on his
show. And if the pointing is too
much of an assumption on his
part, and even if it s not, oftentimes these conjectures are cleverly woven into jokes that deter
the seriousness of the issue and
Stewart's claims. He has the
rare opportunity to skirt the
line between seriousness and
humor, giving him a uniquely
individual status in the field of
— dare I say it — journalism
Certainly not everything
Stewart says should be taken
at face value, but what he did
on "Crossfire" confirmed the
beliefs of many that Stewart
has an insight many within the
industry lack. With his detachment from the formulaic world
of news media, Stewart has that
abilitv to step back and make
insightful observations when
he feels it's appropriate.
If Fridays appearance on
"Crossfire" is any indication, it
certainly means something when
he chooses to make those observations public. We undoubtedly
need more Voltaires in this world
than Tucker Carlsons

It was supposed to be an
easy Friday edition of CNN's
"Crossfire.'
As a break in the heart of
the election season, hosts Tucker
Carlson and Paul Begala allotted
the vast majonty of the show to
Jon Stewart, host of Comedv Central's Emmy-winning fake-news
program, "The Daily Show."
The two pundits were to
spend a half-hour tossing softball
questions to Stewart concerning
his distinctive plate in media culture and give him an opportunity
to plug his new book. He would
be good for some chuckles
maybe a quick discussion or two
— and then it was on to the Old
Ebbett Grill for the weekend.
Instead ot taking his base,
however, Stewart throttled the
show, its hosts and the mainstream media as a whole, citing
failures of "journalists" such as
Carlson and Begala in lostenng
nonest debate and discussion
With the politicians that paint
the agenda He refused to play
ball with the hosts, rejecting their
pleas tor him to be funny and
tactfully dodged requests to halt
his reprimanding.
It was a rare shot of seriousness from Stewart, whose acerbic, smart-mouthed demeanor
on "The Daily Show" had only
hinted at such serious criticism.
"Right now, you're helping
the politicians and the corporations, and we're left out there
to mow our lawns," Stewart
said "The thing is. we need
your help., what you doUncM
honest What you do is partisan
hackery. You havea responsibility to the public discourse, and
you fail nuserahk
Carlson, the bow-tied, rightwing twit ol'C roaafln wasps*
ticulariy taken aback by St
sermonizing and began spamng
verbally with the comedian
Carlson made multiple menlu m.
of Stewart's inability to ask substantive questions to presidential
Candidate John Ken-y when the
Massachusetts senator visited
The Daily Show" and mocked
what he saw as a poor, misinformed lecture from Stewart
"You need to get a job at
a journalism school, I think,"
Carls,m said.
"You need to go to one,"
Stewart replied.
While a discussion of Stewart's distinctive status in news
media would have been of great
relevance if he had given the
Drew Hanson is a columnist
hosts chance to pursue it. Ins for the University of Wisconsin's
choice to berate '( rossfln
Badger Herald.

ation any more than the living
conditions of a student.
Prison officials argue that inmates should receive shots because they live in close quarters
— placing them at higher risk for
the flu. Even still, the AP reports
that no prision official could recall a serious outbreak of the flu
among inmates.
The average student spends
hours in confinement of his or
her dorm room or apartment, and
most certainly aren't any more
sanitary than the conditions some
prisons report. While we admit
students have stronger immune
systems, their proximity to hoards
of other individuals negates the
influence of their age.
If prison officials continue to
point to living conditions as a reason to dispense shots, on these
grounds, students are just as deserving. And herein lies the problem: Neither students nor inmates
deserve the vaccines.
To argue that inmates do because of their environment is ridiculous and uncompassionate
toward those who truly need the
shot. One could make the argument that students also deserve
the vaccine because of their living conditions. However, we
won't — and most people don't
— because it's selfish and foolish
to assume that students wouldn't
be willing to forgo vaccination
when others are at a higher risk.
Our generation's similarities
with inmates extend beyond our
lowly living conditions — we both
can afford the sacrifice.

Em-row

Marriage nof end-all in college
1 am writing in response to Professor Morley-Mower s
article entitled, "Women's high expectations cause heartbreak," which ran in the Oct. 11 issue of The Breeze. Morley-Mower missed the mark completely with his claims
about the sexual revolution. The social barriers held in
place before the sexual revolution were certainly not there
to "protect" women as Morley-Mower claims but, rather,
served to perpetuate traditional gender role ideologies
dominating society. Barriers more often prove to be obstacles rather than protections, and no woman I know wants
to be "protected' from sexual equality.
To Insinuate that a woman's only worth is her ability to
find a husband while she is at the "peak of her attractiveness" is an outrage. Not only does this imply that a woman's
only hope of "catching" a man is through her (temporary)
physical appeal, but suggests that college women simply are
biding their time in search of a man to marry them, knock
them up and make them "happy." Contrary to MorleyMower s outdated and heterosexist narrative, most women
today enjoy their independence; women and men no longer
are taught that sex is a means to secure a marriage.
Because not all women are damsels in distress and not
all men are ignorant sexual predators incapable of experiencing love, it is possible for two people to share in a loving, equal relationship. Moreover, two people can engage
in a healthy, committed relationship without feeling the
need to legally or socially legitimate their feelings through
the (failed) institution of marriage.
Jennajerman
senior, SMAD/sodology major

Column's assumptions of women offensive
I was very angry to see the article entitled "Husband
search not point of college" printed in the Oct. 14 copy of
The Breeze. I can't tell if Brian Goodman was trying to be
funny or trying to make a point, but either way, he only
succeeded in sounding very uneducated and chauvinistic.
When talking about the male to female ratio, he assumes
that all JMU students are heterosexual and searching for a
partner, which is most definitely not true. Making the statement that "very little has changed" regarding women's role
in college shows that he has not paid any attention to feme
mst history. He discredits all that has been done for women's rights I don't know where he gets the notion that there
is "significant societal pressure" on college-age girls to be
married because people today are getting married at much
later ages with no pressure from their parents. How would
he, as a college-age male, know so much about this "graduation prerequisite" Goodman flatters himself to believe that
a woman chooses her clothes with the sole intention of attracting a man. Women do not "denigrate themselves." All
people have the right to dress in a way that makes them
feel comfortable without being subject to others' criticism.
Frankly, I am disgusted that there still are people making
these assumptions during the 21st century and even more
disgusted that a female editor would let this go to print.
Erin McSorley
senior, studio art major
Column reduces women to objects
1 was utterly enraged after reading Brain Goodman's
opinion piece, "Husband search not point of college" in the
Oct. 14 edition of The Breeze. Goodman's article and the derogatory cartoon that accompanied it are nothing more than
chauvinistic drivel that has no place in a college newspaper.
His rhetoric objectifies women in such a way that they are
reduced to nothing more than "slabs of beef" that "dress like
prostitutes" in order to secure a husband while at college. To
insinuate that the way a woman dresses determines the way
she should be treated by men is a subtle attempt to absolve
men of responsibility for their actions and to justify violence

against women — whether the author intended this or not.
His article reduces the educational experience of the entire
female population at JMU to the desperate search for a husband. The fact that there are two women on campus to every
man is not a statistic that should prompt a misogynistic article about women and college marriages, but, rather, it represents a worrying trend that reflects the under-performance
of boys in American high schools.
Jane McCracken
senior, english major
Column biased, unresearched
Wow. That is the only word I can think of to describe how
appalled I am at Brian Goodman's column, "Husband search
not point of college" in the Oct. 14 edition of The Breeze. If
biased, unresearched writing is allowed to be printed, can I
please submit an article on how immature JMU boys — not
men — are? I've had my window urinated on 43 times in my
two years and three months here — maybe things like that
are the reason women date outside JMU? How many women
are actually here to find a husband? I was under the impression that we were here for an education. As a woman who
also has enjoyed a salad at Hooters, I also find the comparison of black pants and a halter top to the Hooters uniform to
be slightly off. And really, is it all that surprising that women
are showing off their bodies when we've learned through
our society that to men, that's all that matters?
Helen McKisson
junior, psychology major
Present best time to enjoy college
Freshmen, if things haven't changed much, I know that
many of you spend most of your free time downloading MP3s,
reading away messages, or surfing collegehumor.com.
Now jump ahead three years. You will hear almost every day, "Have all the fun you can now because when the
real world starts...". People say this as if the first three
years aren't as important.
Well, freshmen, don't wait until August or January of your
senior year to make the most of every day Does the first paragraph describe how you want to spend your final precious
weeks at JMU? If not, why spend your time that way now?
Take advantage of your time here. Go to the arboretum.
Take a bus downtown to a new restaurant. Meet someone
new on your hall. Take pictures like if s your last day with
all your new friends. Stay out till 4 a.m. Put together an intramural team with your hall mates. Join a sports club. Go to
a program just because it interests you — take each day and
spend it like if s your last!
For you seniors, take it from Dr. Mark Warner — "Don't
let college be the best four years of your life; let them be the
best four years of your life so far." I know you all are scared
that life after May 7 will be nothing but rush hour traffic and
situations similar to the movie "Office Space." Remember, a
year from now that with each day, you can choose to be miserable or risk being happy.
Jamie Specht
senior, finance /accounting major
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[Halloween not made for older children
CALVIN ABBOTT

guest columnist
If s that time of year again.
I he leaves are changing colon
they're selling orange and
black bagels at Mr. )'s Bagels
and Deli and college students
are swarming the "Seasonal"
aisle at Wal-mart in search of
that perfect glow-m-the-dark
"Scream" mask to celebrate
Oct. 31— Halloween.
Here's one thing 1 just don't
get, though: I'm trying to comprehend why 20-somethings
still insist on dressing up and
going out trick-or-treating On
a night that should be 9et aside
for elementary school children
and "Blair Witch Project" fanatics, college students flock
to the residential areas of Harrisonburg in search of a sugary
handout Why?
For me, if s like attempting
to figure out some sort of deep
meaning behind a Maroon 5
video — I'm puzzJed. Sony, but

I'm pretty sure it might be time
to just stay inside, rent "Freddy
VJ>. Jason,' pop some kettle com
in the TV lounge microwave and
chill with your friends for the evening. Besides, Halloween falls on
a Sunday this year — shouldn't
we all be (ahem) studying or
some responsible thing like that^
Well that idea might be a bit farfetched, but if you must go out
couldn't you at least perform
some sort of sensible prank involving shaving cream and those
funny blackhead removing strips
for your nose1 Not that I've ever
tried those, but anything is better than seems a sophomore girl
dressed up luce Raggedy Anne
and carrying an American Eagle
bag in search of free candy com
Don't get me wrong, I love
free candy as much as any other
red-blooded American, but I
have to draw the Ire at a tradition
that needs to be reserved for those
who pick their nose in public pee
their pants m dass and eat paste
straight from the jar If this is you
at age 21, please seek counseling
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— they might provide some type
of aide for you at the University
Health Center. Or they might
just send you home with cough
syrup ana gauze wrap.
My point simply is this: Lef s
leave the streets and campus
dear of costume-dad college students and give the fourth graders
a shot at all the fun-size 3 Musketeers this year If s their time out
there and they shouldn't be interrupted. However, 1 do realize
that some of you still might want
to dress up and maybe, I don't
know, go to church in an outfit
of some kind lhafs perfectly
all right In fact I actually am
planning on wearing all white,
putting on an orange knit cap,
and pinning a piece of notebook
paper to my chest that reads, "1
Am a Jelly Donut" As long as
we think about the children on
Halloween and let them rule
the streets, JMU and the greater
Rockingham County area will be
a better place — I promise.
Coffin Abbott is an affiliate of
fames Madison University.

>.i^
E-mail dam and pats to bfrfztdjfahoanad.com.
Darts A Pats art submitted anonymously and printed
on a span available basis Submissions arr based
in person
nerxon
upon one person's opinion of a given situation,
or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth
A "way-to-be-Oscar-the^Jrouch'' dart to
the person who decided to light my guitar on
fire and throw it into the dumps ter
from a tkked-offmusic major who will now eitlter
be broke or fail his classes because of your stupidity.

^BW^*^

A"you're-a-good-sport-and-a-toughlontender" pat to my roommate
From a senior who is so sorry he accidentally
wund'housekicked you in the face and who now
realizes that uvmen arr touptter than he is.
A"thanks-but-I-alrejdy-shaved-tonight" dart to the jerk that sprayed shaving cream all over me in retaliation lor a
bathroom prank that 1 didn't commit
From an ex-friend who doesn t think your
insincere online apology makes up for the
embarrassment you caused and encourages
you to attend anger-management courses.

A "way-to-take-one-for-the-team" pat to the girl
who wore the bath towel around campus yesterday
because she obviously lost a Yankee / Red Sox bet.
From a senior baseball fan who Itates your team,
but admires your team spirit.

A "ifs-friends-like-you-that-make-JMU-sucha-great-place-h>be" pat to my amazing friend who
went back to the Quad at 4 a.m. on hisbirthday so I
could drive to work the next day
From your friend wlw wishes you had gotten to her
uMerwear before the lawn mower, but wants you to know
she appreciates your friendship more than you know.

A "way-to-keep-things-interesting"
pat to my friend who claims to be
turned on by 99 percent of the male
population here at JMU.
From a friend who thinks she may have
created a monster.
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CROSSWORD

SUPER CROSSWORD

|W fi&lltfuttn ff^^ar^r?'

ACROSS
I "-tastinct"('92filml
6 Biblical region
II Dryden's"- foe
Love"
14 - Zedong
17 Hercules' creator
19 Schedule
21 "Dizzy" singer
22 Oklahoma city
23 Woodworking lool
24 Riddle: Pan I
27 Auxiliary verb
28 Slum
30 Ornamental vine
31 Sec 35 Down
32 French cheese region
33 Sports-shoe features
37 Is it?
39 Lamb product
42 High-flying Wally
44 Utah city
45 Help with the dishes
46 Skater Sonja
47 Exile
50 Riddle. Part 2
56 Perfect
58 Bando of baseball
59 Brooks or Schreibet
60 Foil km
61 Brindisi bread
62 Stickpin locale
64 Claude of The
Invisible Man"
67 Gaunt
69 Nautical rope
71 Trick-or-treater,
perhaps
75 Bank statistics
76 On the OF II
78 Pass into law
79 Seize
81 It may be common
82 Competent
84 Famed fabulist
86 "Sea Hunt" shocker
89 Actress Dvorak
90 Answer to riddle:
Parti
95 Fit to feast on
97 Panatella kin
98 Itches
99 hi.-hue MCI
100 Dismal
102 Herring
103 Dee or Bullock
I o<i Mamie greeting
107 Little lake
109 Wells creatures
1 III Vixen's offspring
III F.milia's husband
112 Shopping ctr.
115 Answer to riddle

WigslCoSW^
Masks" o«l\W*
Wings
Make-up
Beards
Glasses
Hats
Teeth
Costumes
Pimp Jewelry

qfW? parr ym Cfaw
Come see our

Halloween Store
at the NEW Location!
P*

227 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA

434-8272
Monday thru Saturday
9:30am - 5:00pm

Sunday
1:00pm - 5:00pm

Pan l
122 Parmesan
alternative
124 Spare tire

125 Inflatable item?
126 Herman or Reese
127 Afterword
128 Summer abroad
129 Morning moisture
130 Dwelling
131 Black Sea city

36 Bailiwick
17 Slicks one's neck out
<S I au-rs
39 Lambs' dams
40 Hindu deity
41 '45 Hitchcock Him
43 "Bang Bang" singer
44 Hautboy
48 Head Apostle
DOWN
49 Mezzo Marilyn
1 Big name in Baroque
51 Come to a point
2 Eastern leader
52 Broad st.
3 "You -it'"
53 Iodine source
4 "-My Party"I'6! hit)
54 "Circus Boy" prop
5 Word with bomb or
55 ' dixn"
tomato
57 Harpsichord features
6 Biting film?
61 Leg-puller
TttawP
63 Rachitis or Thicke
8 "The Partridge
64 Genetic info
Family" actress
63 Canine u;|>
9 Remnant
66 Adherent' suffix
Id Bustle
68 Legendary drummer
11 Bunch of battalions
69 Town in Galilee
12 Christie orOo
70 "... her poor dog -"
13 Moon crawler
72 Depend (on)
14 "Upstairs,
73 Once again
Downstairs" extras
74 Autumn color
15 Simpson of fashion
77 Showy flower
16 Desert refuges
80 Boar's beloved
IS Jai lood favorite
20 Singer O'Day
84 Pertinent
25 Family-room features
13 Scth's son
26 Orange Bowl site
87 Sicily's highest point
29 "By all means'"
88 Like some sheep
32 Boxer Max
90 It'll give you a hit
33 First name in comedy
91 Word form for "eye"
34 Director Wertmuller
92 Forearm bone
13 Wit 31 Acrota,
93TraMonty Python
94 TVs "-Blue"
member
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96 Where to eat biryani
100 Took in the late
show
101 Bath. e.g.
102 "Peanuts" pooch
103 It suits many
104 Indigenous Alaskan
105 Nkk of The Prince
nl Tides"
106 Silly Caesar
108 Grimm creature
110 Peel certain
111"- fixe"
112 Shopper's paradise
113 Clove hitch, for one
114 Forum wear
116 Made one's mark
117 Season firewood
118 Teachers' org.
119-page
120 - lima
121 Beany or Brooks
123 Actress Sara

www.stonegateapartrnents.net
442-4496
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JMU organization elicits national initiative
I

Story by senior writer Alex Sirney
Graphics by art director Jenny Chanthapanya

n the spring of 2003, the little-known, four-member
Civic Engagement Committee of the Community
Service-Learning Office met to discuss how they
could complete what they saw as an almost impossible task — finding a way to engage the JMU community.
The group's idea was to encourage students to discuss their views without taking a side — something they
found was not always an easy sell. "The Iraq war situation was unique in that there was a sense that if you're
talking about it, you're against the president, and I think
that confused the issue," said Kai Degner ('03), The
OrangeBand Initiative, Inc. coordinator and founding
member. The group distributed orange strips of fabric
to students who were willing to discuss their views
— and so OrangeBand was born.
This first campaign was all that originally was planned,
but after summer vacation, the OrangeBand group wanted
to continue what they'd started. The second campaign of
public awareness — now called an Action Campaign — was
planned for the fall. Rather than address one issue, it
covered three — one international, one national, and
one local. A third Action Campaign in the same
format followed in the spring
This fall's action campaign. Issues in the
Upcoming Election," breaks with the start***«~
dard three-faceted approach. There are forums
^^
sponsored by 15 different on-campus organizations during the two weeks leading up to Nov.
1 The first forum, a debate modeled after the first
and third presidential debates, featured the College
Democrats and College Republicans. "We had such
thoughtful questions from the audience." said junior
Lucy Hutchinson, coordinator of the JMU chapter of
OrangeBand. "I was really proud — this was the first time
(College] Democrats and Republicans have gotten together"
OrangeBand also has begun to expand
outside JMU — a process that began last
spring. The spring Action Campaign included a forum where JMU students serving in
the military returned from Iraq and shared
their experiences. This forum was picked up
by C-SPAN and aired on the international cable network.
"We had e-mails as close as [Virginia Military Institue]
to Washington state to Princeton to Denmark to the
Philippines." Degner said. "People from eight different
schools contacted us, wanting to start chapters "
OrangeBand didn't have the resources to expand that
quickly at the time, but a second OrangeBand chapter was
founded at Eastern Mennonite University last spring.
To unite and organize the chapters. The OrangeBand
Initiative, Inc. gained status as a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit
organization this summer. The organization is a separate
entity from the JMU chapter — organization of campus
OrangeBand activities is left to the school's chapter.

Or

"We're here tor advice and to
provide direction and make sure that they
maintain a strong chapter," said Ernest
Toney ('04), OrangeBand outreach coordinator "What we're doing is publicizing, using our chapter as a model."
While OrangeBand has enjoyed
the support of IMU staff and organizations, it still faces challenges. "We have to
always remain sensitive to the fact that the nature of what
we're doing naturally attracts people from the left," Degner
said. "It's the responsibility of OrangeBand to make sure
we involve people from both sides."
While gaining acceptance as a non-partisan group initially was difficult, now that OrangeBand has three semesters of credibility, it's more of an accepted aspect of the
organization's identity. Degner said.
Expansion to other schools is the dominating theme

in OrangeBand's future. This spring, JMU's OrangeBand
chapter will host the OrangeBand Student Engagement
and Leadership Conference. "The idea is to invite students and have them go through a training process," said
senior Megan Dunphy, chapter coordinator for the notfor-profit arm of OrangeBand. These students then would
return to their respective colleges and start chapters and
Action Campaigns there. Once these chapters are in place,
OrangeBand hopes to travel with the band Midnight

Spaghetti and the Chocolate G-Strings to promote the organization. "We've partnered with them a couple of times, so
we decided to do this cross-country tour to paint the country orange," Dunphy said. "We can reach a lot of people."
By spreading the idea of OrangeBand across the country, the organization hopes to engage the nation in dialogue
over current issues. "We can discuss issues and say whatever we want," Dunphy said. "Without that, we're not going
to progress the way we should.

band of events 10/21-11/01
Thursday. 10/21
Election Economics
7-9 p.m. Showker
Hall, room G5

r*
Oct.

M

Tuesday, 10/26
Kerry & Bush: Views
on Health Care In the U.S.
7-8 p.m. Daily Grind, Court Square

Monday. 10/25
^ American Democracy
4:45-6 p.m. ISAT, room 159

Thursday, 10/28
Civil Rights
5-6 p.m. Taylor Hall, room 306

1

Is Not Voting Justifiable?
7-8 p.m. Artful Dodger, Court Square

Wedneday, 10/27
Life In Irsq: 2004
jP^ 12:20-1:10 p.m. Hlllcrest House

Monday, 11/01
...
Important Issues NOV.
^ end their effects on
Call it Democracy: 3 Reflections
the Presidential Office
after Election 2000
4:30-5:30 p.m.
7:30-10 p.m. Grafton-Stovall Theater
Taylor Hall, room 306
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Massanutten Resort

2-6 p.in., ages 2-12, Toy Museum; 540-458-3772

<-* FEATURING -

0MM FOH JFMMMt
Now Hiring for Ski Season
(December through March)
Ult Attendants, Snow Tubing Attendants, Rental Shop
Attendants, Instructors, Cashiers, Telephone
Operators, Retail Shop, and Food Service.
Free Mid-Week Skiing, Rental Equipment and Lessons for Workng Only 20 Hours Per Week.
MaphyllMMONMMeMMfcMaBtofcMiatofaatfeai

^____

\_J

lit M»«m

•_» HAUNTED MONSTER
MUSEUM 7-10 )■•.•

»$&&
OCT. 21-23 and OCT. 28-31
.at NATURAL BRIDGE
M.OO OFF
ADMISSION

for EACH mtmbtr of your
group wltrt this coupon

SOS Advertising

GoLookOn,Com

Congratulations to Dan Daniels!
U

•mm- (NEW) PSYCHO ROOM
•^ (NEW)
SPECIAL EFFECTS
^^r (NEW)
RETAIL BOOTH
Spon.oi.d by:

<S40) 464-2253
www.naturalbrldgeva.com

NEW THIS YEAR....THE LIVING TORSO!

WAL*MART

WUP.FI

(It'm Hmmlly Jkllvm)

«f PARTY LAND f»

Come Support JMU's Club Field Hockey
P. team as they host their home tournament
(Out F«M Moairi
S>
on October 23, 2004 from 9am-9pm.

1pm: JMU vs. ECU @URECTurf
2pm: JMU vs. W&M @ISATTurf
5pm: JMU vs. Coll. of Charleston @URECTurf

«-" DARK MAZE
-,— (SCARIFR)
FREAKOUT FOREST

Thinking of a Theme Party? We've got what you need!
• Halloween Decorations

• Balloon Bouquets

• On site Balloon Decorating

• Party Decorations including Luau theme
Receive 10% OFF your purchase
with college I.D. and this ad!

• Delivery Available

540 433 3994
Town Center (next to Heavenly Ham)
182 Neff Avenue Harrisonburg, VA 22801

* Show your CREEK letters for an additional discount! #

Do yon need a 'HOME" in Harrisonburg or a
•FAMILY" to belong to? Come check us out!!!
aa»iruiT»i
& performances'" We have something only for YOU

now $ 100 dollars richer.

Offering Intermediate and Advanced Ballet and Pointe
with Michael Gwin!!! Register NOW before classes fill up!

Also Hip-Hop,
Jazz, Tap & Modern

& NyfioN
School of Dance

DANCINMOTION.COM

540-438-OlbG

The winner of the guess the rock weight contest.
Guess: i3,oooe«. JAMES I^CHONE Actual: i2325CM.
anciqvc

jtwclry

MEXICAN GRILL

Monday Special!
* *4*£Sr Chicken Burrito
Q-tc-Go' Price*
Ui«il«iil»ill1li.iiiito«iii«..«iM,^t,<|t^a.)

V

HOT TACO IAR
20 Ftoplt

•1U.TU

JO Ptoplt

•210....

SO Ptoplt

'J70.H,

100 Ptoplt

•720.HI

F.»..WI»Ml.1>l,.,„1|.,M.
>* mt> b# •* i*4mi *mt far M. mi Urn :«» Ur m
mn* • mi MWW II ■»■■!mi, am., |»m,

HOT TACO IAI ADO 0NS

540-56-4-1515
223 Burgess Road, Harrisonburg.VA
Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center

Cilaitrro Imt rut,» MMNU

M$ . U.

Blart or ptnto bttm m IBWMJ

Ml. m

■OX LUNCHES
Burnro. homtmtdt rontlla chips
with choici of salsa *ni t cookit
Hi Ua* fim.

HMM

>7. iu

ut Mara 11 Ma.

Qiobt Q-lo-Go tniNotjusbto. bumfos Si« flavon art
nqintrtd trttmvii ofQiobt Rauunnl Corp « 2003

FRESH

RIGHT IN FRONT

OF YOU
FLEX accepted!
Mon.- Sat. 11 a.m. -10 p.m.
Sun. 12-9 p.m.
We cater for parties, meetings, ect.
Call for details.
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Sit back and relax: Reads for fun, fashion
Average plot surprises
reader with realism
BY ERIN WEIRETER

contributing writer
A 30-something woman,
typically British, working in the
fashion/advertising/publiast
world has given up on love.
She resigns herself to mindless
dating and meaningless sex.
She has a gay best friend with
strong opinions and a cigarette addiction, and a mother
with meddling tendencies in
all things matrimony.
Suddenly, her Prince
Charming comes from the
most unexpected of places.
Amidst the frequent flirtation and sexual tension,
boy and girl get together
and live happily ever after.
Insert specific character
names, job positions, book
titles and authors as you will.
I wouldn't be surprised if I've
read dose to 20 books that Inflow
this formula. But I can't slop reading
them, so lU admit it—Tm a sucker
for the smutty, outspoken, "Bridget
fanes' Diary" type of book.
What can I say? These books
are nobrainers. Vs minimuminput maxknunvoutput reading.
You don't have to think very haid to
understand them, and they provide
hours of mindless ts riala inent
Recently, 1 came across a book
that I assumed fell under this same
category. The blurb on the back
panel set up a similar storyline—a
frustrated girl tired of relationships
a gay bat Mend in tow and an
unlikely romance turn an unforeseen source. I figured I hadn't
indulged in one of these in a while,
so I splurged and bought it
Let me just say, the book was
a far cry from my typical fare. If
you're going to read one of these
trashy novels, read Miw Ford's
"My Fake Wedding." This is one
of the mo* realistic, laughout kxid
books 1 ever have come aoos.
Katie Simpson's
life
is turned upside when she
catches her fiance in a compromising position with

Fashion found in literature,
not just on runways

ML

another woman. She immediately swears off relationships and dedicates herself
to a life of one-night stands,
sweatpants and ice creamindulgent nights on the couch.
When her best friend George
needs her help to keep his
Australian boyfriend in the
country, Katie is more than
happy to play the model bride
in a wedding charade. Sounds
familiar, right? Guess again.
Ford has written a book
with some of the wittiest dialogue I have seen. Her characters are unabashed in their
demeanor, whether they are
spewing obscenities about old
boyfriends or chatting cattily regarding their restaurant
neighbors. What makes these
conversations so intriguing,
though, are how genuine they
are. This book actually portrays girls in a real light — no
sugar-coated, angelic personalities allowed.
The honesty in Ford's
writing hits strangely close to
home. She does an amazing
job of showing the inner workings of her characters' minds.
1 could feel the inner angst
that these girls experience — a
pulse racing faster, a migraine
mounting, a feeling of failure setting in. I could hear
her characters' conversations
amid my circle of friends. I've
lived these moments before.
Normally I use these books
as an escape from my real life
— but this book was more
like a window into my life.
All plot details aside, Ford
understands the complexities
of female friendship, and her
accurate portrayal of such is
something I won't forget.

KEVAN MACIVER/jrapHts rdilar

If our weekly interludes have whetted your
appetite for fashion, there are tons of other
reads to help get you through the rest of the
week. Aside from this column, nothing will
help you learn the ropes of fashion better than
these magazines.
First, "Cosmopolitan" is a versatile magazine best known to women and men alike for
its risque features — such as "Men Talk Booty"
in the November issue. If hooking-up pointers
aren't your thing, one of the many other sections may be. The "Cosmo Shopping" section
offers great looks for the shopper on a budget.
If a magazine strictly about fashion and
beauty is what you crave, then pick up "In
Style." This elegant magazine includes "The
Look," which spotlights a designer and shows
celebrities wearing his or her designs.
"In Style" also includes feature stories such
as "The Art of the Heel" in the October issue.
Essential hair and makeup tips also run rampant in every issue.
"Vogue" is the socialite's Bible. This magazine is the epitome of haute couture (high
fashion). Trends straight off the runway are
featured, as well as stories about the rich
and famous. The "Index Checklist" — which
includes the prices of clothes and how to find
them — is a helpful tool for those of us without
the luxury of a personal shopper
Men also have their fair share of stylish reading material. "GQ" is the perfect example. This chic
magazine — along with many other great features
— includes the "Style Book" section. The October
issue features tips on finding the perfect overcoat and

International Film Week
continues throughout weekend
BY PAUL ROBERTSON

contributing writer
For all who are tired of the typical blockbuster films with extravagant special effects, A-list
stars and contrived plot devices, the University
Program Board organized an International Film
Week to showcase award-winning foreign films.
"We encourage everyone to come out and
watch a foreign film sometime this week," said
sophomore Jeremy Paredes, UPB media and
public relations director. "The UPB encourages
anyone interested in foreign films — or even
those who have yet to see a foreign film — to
come to the Grafton-Stovall Theatre and partake
in an evening of cinematic satisfaction."
International Film Week kicked off yesterday with a Polish film "Crows," which
won the Special Jury Prize at the Polish Film
Festival, according to UPB. "Crows" is the
story of a 9-year-old girl — nicknamed "the
Crow" — and her journey to find a family.
"There will be foreign films shown from
China, Italy, Israel and Sweden." Paredes said.
Paredes hopes the film festival will both educate
audiences and entertain them.
"I am highly anticipating International
Film Week," senior Justin Williamson said.
"Mainstream films seldom appeal to me, so
I am excited that JMU has actually made
efforts to show foreign films to its community. I'll be there opening night."
Senior Leander Koger seemed excited
about watching foreign films. "I am a huge
fan of foreign cinema, and 1 am thrilled that
JMU has taken the initiative to show foreign
tiltii-. at the Grafton-Stovall Theatre."
Paredes said he hopes this year's festival
will go as well as in the past.
"We want to show the JMU community a

Written by
Erin Le«
!■!•< tlllll

snirJiitR^
other great must-haves or wishes, such as Christian
Dior dress shoes and snuggly down vesta.
To gain a bit of culture, check out "Details
This masculine magazine features everything
from the best gadgets — like Bose stereos
— to fashion items like Levis jeans and tennis
shoes in this month's "Know ♦ Tell" section.
There also is a guide to the best drinks for
your own bar for the 21 and up crowd.
Besides cover models like Nicky Hilton,
"Stuff" magazine has the "Stuff Style" section — which they call "your one-way ticket
to cool." This section has everything from
pimped-out alligator shoes to the best pants
and underwear. "Stuff" hits home in the
November issue as a Virginia Beach dud is
transformed into a stud with the help of some
hot new threads.
Any glam gal or guy knows that the best
magazines not only are intriguing, but fashion savvy. Check out the Valley's bookstores
for one or all of these fashionable reads.

Spaghetti strings along for cause

variety of films that many students and faculty members may have never been exposed
to before," Paredes said. "We have hosted this
event for at least three years now, and we usually have a pretty good turnout."
The festival began Wednesday, Oct. 20 and
continues through Sunday, Oct. 24. The festival
is co-sponsored by the Madison Internationa]
Association All of the films will be shown at
the Grafton-Stovall Theatre in lieu of the regular
films shown. Tickets will be $150 per person,
with FLEX and cash accepted.
For more information on International Film
Week, visit the UPB Web site at upb.jmu.edul.

International Films playing in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
"Platform"

This Chinas© film runs
Thursday at 7 p.m.
and again at 9:30 p.m.

"The) Last Kiss" This Italian (Urn won a
Beat Actor Award at the
Newport International
FHm Festival. It will run
Friday at 7 p.m. and
again at 9:30 p.m.
Lllya 4-Ever"

This Swedish film was
nominated tor Best Film
and Best Actress at the
European Rim Awards.
It will run Sunday at 7
p.m. and again at 9 p.m.

MFJ JSS A CRON1N omiribunng photognptur
SpajhettlFeet, an OrangeBand Inttlatlva benefit concart, took place tha
weekend of Oct. IS In Mt. Solon. The benent Included performances by
19 bands, Including Dengue Kahn. Guitarist Will Schneider (above) and
ethers performed to fans throughout the weekeixMong event.
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Best Food - Low. Low, Low Prices - Best F<^

2 2for
10
Medium, 1-Topping Pizzas
Free Delivery (540) 568-9899
_.
.
.
Flex Accepted

Still hungry? Try our

New Papa's Buffalo Wings
PAPAJOHIS

Spicy Buffalo or Mild Chipotle BBQ
Served with Bleu Cheese or Ranch Sauce

Ask about our
lunch and late-night specials!

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Monday-Thursday
10:30 am-1:30 am

We Accept

433-7272
www.papajohns.com

V/SA

5 0 0,000
NEW BOOKS
Twenty thousand titles
More

than

50

different

Super Combo

BEST
CHINESE!

Voted * 1 by The
SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork. Chicken. Beet or Shrimp Chow Mein
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Gai Pan
• SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
* SC7 Hunan Chicken
$8.00 minimum
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
(limited area and JMU)
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
$10.00 minimum
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables
(limeted
area
over 1 mile)
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
* SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SCI4 Almond Chicken
•SC15 Hunan Beef
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
•SC18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork. Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
* SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

FREE DELIVERY

433-PAPA

Friday-Saturday
10:30 am-3:30 am
Sunday
10:30 am-12:30 am

Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat until 2am

categories

including Literature, Drama, Poetry, General Fiction, Mystery & Suspense,
American & World History, Political Science, Sociology, Psychology, SelfHelp, New Age, Sports, Fitness, Music History, Audio Books, Religion,
Reference, Education, Children's Books, Cooking, and much more

only (J^gj) All come with

Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
Wonton,
Egg Drop,
Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)
or Hot and Sour

All 60% to 90% off retail
Today thru Oct 24 •

9AM

to

Green Vallej

7PM

China Express

,

1031 Port Republic Rd

BOOKFAI

Menu, Specials and Map Found On

2l92Green Valley In., Mt.Crawloid, VA 22841 (800)385-0099
located 15 minutes south ol JMU lake 1-81 lo exit
240, turn east an Rd 6821 watch lot the signs
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Scion xB By Rudy, Police Photographer
7'
Scion xB

Scion xA

^L/
5c10n-xb
roilCE DEM.

5c 1 0n.com
Oul Or. Bui: 02-01-04

ne of work, I always

Ri jdy.

ng starts at $14,165' well equipped,
including A/C. Pioneer AM/FM/CD system.
power windows, door locks, mirrors, chrome
anti-lock brakes and vehicle
y control, and choice of 3 wheel cover
i 16.040.
•MSRP includes delivery, pro
handling fee. Exclu:
nse.and
il equipment. Actual dealer price may
"RD USA. Inc. IToyota Racing
Development!, an aftermarket performance
parts company, markets a line of parts through
some Scion dealers. These aftermarket parts
i Genuine Scion parts, and cannot be
I lor Scion warranty replacement. TRD
parts are warranted by TRD, not Scion. Note
that certain aftermarket equipment may not be
street legal in all states and may impact your
vehicle's performance or safety. © 200 .
and the Scion logo are trademarks of Toyota
Motor Corporation and T<
qistered
trademark of Toyota Motor Corporation For
more information, call 866-70-SCION (866707-24661 or visit scion.com.
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Field hockey
looks to
rebound
against ODU

Women's
soccer ready
to make
playoff push
BY JOHN GALLE

BY JESSICA MERRILL AND

contributing writer
The women's soccer team returns
home after a six-game road trip to
play Virginia Commonwealth
University Friday at 7 pjn.
With a Colonial Athletic
Association tournament bid on the
line, the Dukes will attempt to finish strong at home in the final four
games of the regular season. After
going 1-3-2 on the road in the past
six games, the Dukes are attempting to get back on track.
"The conference takes the
top six teams to compete in the
CAA Tournament," coach David
Lombardo said. "We are going to
probably need 15 points or better
to even qualify in conference. It is
stacked very tight right now."
The 1-3-2 Dukes currently have
5 points. With four games remaining, every game will be crucial,
starting with VCU.
"VCU was the preseason pick to
win the conference," Lombardo said.
VCU currently is ranked first
in the conference with a record
of 4-1-0. JMU is bed in seventh. If
the season ended today, the Dukes
would not eam a bid to the tournament, despite JMU's strong schedule thus far.
However, Lombardo is confident
in his team.
"The records go out the window at this point," Lombardo
said. "We are more battle hardened with our challenging schedule and have a lot more at stake,
maybe more so than VCU. We
have never had a team not qualify
for the conference tournament."
Thus, the Dukes' road to the
conference tournament will start in
Harrisonburg. Looking to counter
VCU's potent offense, the Dukes will
stick to their game plan.
"Our best defense is our offense,"
Lombardo said.
Lombardo said sophomore forward Sarah Cebulski and freshman
midfielder Melanie Schaffer have
been forces on offense, and added
that controlling the game early was
important for the Dukes.
"We have to bring the competitive spirit like we did against Penn
State," Lombardo said. "We need
to gain control of the game quickly.
If VCU has a lot of the ball, they
can be very tough to beat."
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MATTHEW STOSS

contributing writer and
assistant sports editor

FILE PHOTO
Sophomore midfielder Mark Totten ami the Duke* shutout Howard UnJvenrtty 4-0 Friday to remain undefeated.

JMU remains unbeaten
Dukes pitch shutout against Bison
BY JORDAN SCAMBOS

contributing writer
As they have done nearly
every Friday, the Dukes controlled
the pace of their home game,
humbling Howard University 40. With the victory, the Dukes also
maintained control of their own
destiny in the Colonial Athletic
Association.
The No. 17-ranked Dukes
approached the season's last
scheduled home game looking
to improve on the nation's highest winning percentage (.962).
Their opponent. Howard, stood
at 2-5-2 entering the game and
had been outscored 6-18 for the
season.
Hesitant of breaking their
mid-conference season momentum, the Dukes (12-0-1) came
into the match focused.
"We needed to keep morale
high with William 4 Mary and

Old Dominion coming up on the
road," freshman forward Frank
D'Agustino said. "We really
wanted to have no losses at
home."
The Dukes' victory over
Howard gave them their 11"'
straight home victory on the final
weekday, a streak that lapses two
full seasons. D'Agostino and 15
of his teammates never have lost
a home game on a Friday.
"Fridays have a completely
different atmosphere," freshman
midfielder Tristan Murray said.
"The fans really give us a lift."
D'Agostino said, "When your
legs start getting heavy late in
the game, you feed off the home
fans. You just don't want to let
them down."
Friday's relatively sparse
crowd of 159 was not let down.
The Dukes' first goal came when
D'Agostino sent a diving header into the box off sophomore

Football heads to Richmond
for A-10 conference battle

midfielder Mark Totten's cross.
D'Agostino's header then was
headed home by freshman forward Lasse Kokko.
Redshirt senior midfielder
Chad Quenneville contributed
his first assist of the season and
Murray tallied his first goal as
a Duke. Redshirt sophomore
Andrew Walker also placed home
a penalty kick after Totten was
taken down in the penalty box.
"Howard has some talented
players but, as a team, they are
disorganized," D'Agostino said.
"By making them chase the ball,
they became tired — their skills
suffered."
Murray said, "Coach Martin
had us focus on keeping control
of the ball to prevent them from
building a rhythm."
The Dukes now must take
the show on the road. After five
straight home games, where
they outscored visitors 18-4,
they finish the regular season
with five conference games on
the road.

The University of North Carolina
visited the JMU Field Hockey
Complex Saturday and defeated
the Dukes 2-0 on a day that JMU
celebrated the 10"' anniversary of
their national title.
The Tar Heels, ranked No. 2
in the nation, scored a goal in
each half — first Kelsey Keeran
found the back of the net on a
penalty corner with 12:55 play
in the first period. Keeran's goal
came off a rebound as redshirt
junior goalkeeper Lori Amico
stopped her first effort.
"I feel a lot of pressure but at the
same time I know if s a team effort,"
Amico said.
UNC's second goal came with
7:05 to go in the game. Kelly
Faglowski tipped a shot by Carey
Fetting-Smith into the cage to put
Carolina a head by the final 2-0.
Tar Heel goalkeeper Katy Tran
picked up a shutout with a threesave effort.
"We've recognized that we can
play with the top teams in the country," coach Antoinette Lucas said.
From the Atlantic Coast
Conference, JMU returns to
Colonial Athletic Association play
Friday, when the Dukes challenge the No. 6 Monarchs of Old
Dominion University.
ODU has won the CAA field
hockey championship almost every
year since its inception in 1991
— the only exception being 1995,
in which the Monarchs failed to
procure CAA gold. That year, JMU
usurped conference supremacy and
still remains the only team other
than ODU to have claim on a CAA
field hockey championship.
Before the creation of the CAA.
for field hockey, the Monarchs
rolled through the South Atlantic
Conference from 1984-'90, winning
all of the conference titles.
"Going into the ODU game, our
goal is to become more aggressive,"
Lucas said. "Our transition into
attack needs to pick up. If we can
get Uie ball in quick, it will help us
move up the field."
Game time is 7 p.m. at the JMU
Field Hockey Complex.

Matthews emphasizes importance
of JMU crowd in crucial road game
BY JAMES IRWIN

BY JORDAN SCAMBOS

contributing writer
After pulling out a last-minute
win against the then-No. 12-ranked
University of Maine, the Dukes look
to continue their three-game winning
streak Saturday at Atlantic 10 conference
foe the University of Richmond.
Trailing at Maine 20-17 with 48 seconds
remaining last Saturday, sophomore
quarterbackjustin Rascati found sophomore
wide receiver D.D. Boxley in the end zone.
Richmond (2-4) is not ranked nationally
like Maine and is found in the middle of
most A-10 statistical categories. Still, the
Dukes expect a battle on the road.
"We've played poorly at Richmond
in recent years," coach Mickey Matthews
said. "It won't be hard to get motivated
for this game because a lot of guys have
never won at Richmond."
A positive for the Dukes this season
has been their ability to take care of the
ball. The No. 14 Dukes rank second in
the A-10 in turnovers, with a plus 1.25
ratio. Richmond, on the other hand, is
last In the conference, giving up a negative 1.33 turnover ratio.
While the Spiders have been more
susceptible to turnovers this season, the
Dukes cannot view that as an advantage.
"We have to prepare like they won't turn
the ball over." Matthews said. "Richmond
is a very capable team, but they've shot
themselves in the foot with turnovers."
Even if turnover margins are not an
advantage, performances by some key
players may be.

Redshirt freshman free safety Tony
LeZotte earned the honor of A-10
Rookie of the Week for his nine tackles
and one interception against the Black
Bears. His tackles matched the nine he
earned the previous game against the
University of Massachusetts.
"He still makes a few freshman
mistakes," Matthews said. "But he doesn't
make the same mistake twice."
He added. "Tony has the potential to
make 10 tackles every game."
The combination of Rascati to Boxley
also was a boost. Boxley's 11 catches for
108 yards and Rascati's 197-yard performance were respective career highs
for both players.
"Our games were under bad
weather for the most part this year, so
our throwing game had suffered until
Saturday," Matthews said.
The defensive line, which has been
dependable for most of the season, also
struggled against the Black Bears.
"Our defensive front played poorly at
Maine," Matthews said.
That four-man front will be needed to
manage mercurial Richmond quarterback
Stacey Tutt, who ranks fifth in the A-10 in
rushing and eighth in passing.
"He's one of their major strengths
because he can both run and throw,"
Matthews said. "We're relying on our
defensive front to contain their quarterback draws."
A win at Richmond will run the Dukes'
winning streak to five games, and they will
enter Homecoming weekend 6-1 against
The Virginia Military Institute (0-7).

sports editor
The Dukes look to run their current
winning streak to a season-high four games
Saturday when they take on the University
of Richmond Spiders at UR Stadium.
Coach Mickey Matthews said a large
JMU fan base would be instrumental to
defeat Richmond on the road.
"We haven't beaten Richmond on uie
road in two years," Matthews said. "The
more student support we have, the better."
The Dukes have established themselves
as one of the premier teams in Division 1AA this season. One characteristic of such a
team is the ability to travel well, especially
in conference games.
"A strong contingent of JMU fans will
really help," Matthews said. "It turns an
away game into a home game for us."
Turning this contest into a home game
is exactly what the Dukes are looking to do
as Matthews hopes to erase the Spiders'
home field advantage.
"It's difficult to win A-10 games on the
road," Matthews said. "If we win this weekend, it will be our third road win of the season.
Thaf s almost unheard of in this league."
Matthews believes a big JMU crowd is
feasible this weekend primarily because of
proximity The Atlantic 10 is geographically
dispersed, and many road trips are too far
for fans to make. However, Richmond —
located two hours away from Harrisonburg
— is an exception.
"Many times, the distance U a problem for
our fans," Matthews said "But if s easy to make
the trip to Richmond. If s a day trip."
The in-state rivalry is another factor.
"We do not have a bigger rival than

FILE PHOTO
Freshman wMe receiver LC. Baker and the
Dukes take on the Richmond Spiders Saturday.

Richmond," Matthews said. "It would be
great to go in there with a big JMU crowd."
That crowd and a win at Richmond would
give the Dukes extra momentum as they head
into a three-week home stand. Matthews is
aware of the big-picture implications this weekend's game rtas on the rest of his team's season.
Only three teams in the A-10 have unblemished conference records. JMU, the College
of William & Mary and the University of
Delaware all are 5-1 overall and 4-0 in the A-10.
The Dukes play the Tribe and the Blue Hens
Nov. 6 and Nov. 13, respectively, making a road
win this weekend all the more important.
"The more you win, the more critical the
games become," Matthews said. "Winning
at Richmond would be important, especially
coming back home."
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Asian Nails C1M

SI'OHIS

♦ FREE*.

Prolessional Nail Care & Fool Spa
Salon For Ladies & Gentlemen

Full Set
S20&UP
Fill In
S13 & UP
Manicure
S10 Parafin Wax Included
Pedicure
$18 With Fool Spa
Air brush Design
55 & UP
Hand Painted Design
55 « UP
Gel Nail Set
S30
Gel Fill
S20
Silk Wraps
$30
Silk Fill
S20
Eye Brow - Facial - Body Wax

Hours: Mon-Wed 10am ■ 8pm
Thurs -Sat 9am-8pm. Sun. 11am-5pm
In Town Center. Behind Valley Mall

4 night rental
one per customer

801-8070

Free Membership
Over 1,000 Movies

Walk Ins welcome
Gifl Certificates available
WE ACCEPT LOCAL CHECKS
& ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD
MaribethPLoynes.MD
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP

Catherine E. Rittenhouse, FNP

Now Accepting Appointments
Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545- 3348

Monday-Friday 8:30-5:00

DVDs, VHS, XBoX & PS2 games

FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS
The Christian Science Monitor
An independent, unbiased International daily newspaper
with worldwide readership
Founded in 1908 "To injure no man, but to bless all mankind"
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes - 50 correspondents in 9 countries providing concise
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas,
arts/leisure, sdenceAechnokxjy, and MORE! A great research tool.

Ask about the treeless" version at the JMU Library
or visit their award winning website: www.csmonitor.com

oui laic S;iiur<hi\ nights?

YOU

.

c

as yo*»

ai«

C0^
Do you have questions ahoul who Cod is or what \our purpose is in li
Do \<>u want l<> go to church, hui ii is jusl loo earl\?
II missin
Vre you longing lor meaning?
If you answered YES to any of these questions,
we invite you to join us at...

"THE 6:33"
Seek firsl the kingdom of God
For more info: Call 434-6551
()r www.nrstpreshbg.org

DAT

GRE

Every Sunday at 6:33
Downtown- Next to Calhouns

Contemporary Worship
at First Presbyterian
On Court Square

MCAT

Take a free practice test with Kaplan and
find out how you'll score before Test Dayl
James Madison University
Saturday, October 23, 2004, 9am
Call today to save your seat!
Enroll today!

1-800 KAP TEST

KAPLAN

kaptest.com/practlce

Test Prep and Admissions
rlgaatSfM Mflp

i of their reapectlva owners

^BSS^^
$ioo give-away!
to the first student seen wearing

a James McHone
15% Off Any Order
With This Coupon

T

shirt

at the race.

Come In and Experience
the Best Deli Sanwiches
In Harrisonburg!

JAMES MCHONE
intUfJC

(cwtlry

75 CtturT Stjudrr
In Tlfwntmm HUTTUM'inhura

11/S0/M
Phone: 438-9400

$1.00 Off Any Order
With This Coupon
tmtmmtmtmtmm. in—twmimmm
11/30/04

Fax: 438-9373
Open 10- 7 Monday thru Friday
Saturday 10-6

Located In the Spotswood Valley
Square Shopping Center. Also Known
as the Kroger Shopping Center.

M -A
In loving memory ol Reverend
|. Patrick Cray.All the money
raited will tjo dire<t|y to the
American Cancer Society.

sponsered by

TMII

Classifieds
HOMES FOR
Hi USE FOR SALE Devon Lane
lownhouse JIOO.000 (540) 433-7323.

I I IZABETH STRFFT 5 bedrooms,
porches,
hardwood
floor*,
clhemel.
appliancei
568-3068
IVK4G
OFF-4 Asm 5
VnM the Mowing Fair Nov 3rd 11-4 in
(he College (enter Log on to JMU't
official orT-campui housing website
lor housing, roommates, sublets &
more:
http Wrtjmucdu/ocl/llstmga.

HOW DOES 1VERYONE ELSE rind
the best places to live? They know
the secret. JMUorTcampus.com the
most complete, accurate and easy
listing of student properties. Fast, free,
and accurate. JUUoffcaiyim.com

SPRING SEMESTER SUBLEASE
roommate needed for Fox Hills
townhouse, S325/mo, furnished, close to
campus (maleorfemale) (301)908-7270

MOVINOI

CIIARMrNGTWOBEDROOM HOUSE
near campus. Quiet, private. 432-7377
SEED
ROOMMATE!
female
roommate needed ASAP, townhouse.
1265/
mo.
(5711235-0397.

S PR I NO
SOUTH VIEW
SUBLEASE
Rommalc
needed
Spring Semester. $336 per month
Male or Female (571) 214-5058
WANT INSTANT ACCESS to more
Uian 75% of the student housing?
(Ml offcampus.com it the free, fast,
and easy way so compare houses,
townhouse*. apartments and graduate
housing options JM toffi-ampus com
>ND NI Ml MIR II Csl S Hunters
Ridge and Country Club Court Email
iwheneKtfJet-and~associate*
com OR call (540) 433-7222.
Going Abroad Spring Semester?
Use Tt» Often Claaaaad Ads to And avnaona

it's never too early, so go enana to
paca your M Cosy'
n-Hty.thcbrceze.ore

R

ROOM FOR RENT IN 3 BR APT.
Private Closet and Bath, large living
room. Balcony with view. Kitchen,
Washer, Dryer. Dishwasher $350/
month plus utilities (540) 8104523
SOl OLENS1DE TOWNHOMES
on Devon Lane. 3 BR.. 3 l'2 BA.
Fully Equipped Kitchen, Furnished
Bedrooma, Internet Provided S350
Per Room Call Today: 540-289-9661

FOR SALE
JEEP
wrangler
1990
rtmanu factored engine, lift. 33't,
lott of mui'i (540) 8*0-4126
1995
HONDA-CIVICCOUPE-DX
Auto,
II 2k miles.
CO,
$3250.
540-435-9324.
REPTILES 3 Boas - 2 Red tails, male
A female. 6\ Common female 8'.
Best offer. Leopard Geckos • Babies
$2500 Call before 8 pm or email
cnewmanQrockingham.kl 2 va us
(540)867-9597.
C\R FOR SAI I 1994 Nissan Altima,
awesome condition, low mileage,
cd, ac. power everything $3300
neg (757) 869-0374 (757) 869-0374

THE BREEZE
MAKE MONEY. SURVEYS Make
Money ai Home Taking Surveyi'* It
this possible? Kind out the Truth at
rrylhAhoulSurveys.com

TAKING ONLINE SURVEYS MAKES
YOU $75! ww-w.GeWatdToThink.com

Hit, DONOR sought In lining couple
to help us complete our family Looking
for
kind-hearted.
compassionate
person, over 21. Call 301-728-6978

MAKE MONEY TAKING SURVEYS
Earn $IO-$125 for Surveys. Earn
$25-$250 for Focus Groups Visit
■www.cash4sludenis.com/bretxe

FLUTE INSTRUCTOR NEEDED
for two daughters
Would like
piano instruction also. At my home.
Ukcwood
Subdivision
432-9284

DECEMBER
1BR
AFT
M75
SquireHillspacious.
w/
d,
views. 737ac.lV
(540) 438-5968

STABLE HELP WANTED Work off
board & lessons in working student
program. Hired help also needed. Refs
req'd, cxp. a plus. Contact Joanna
(540)908-8409

FOX HILL FOUR BEDROOM
Townhouse, I bedroom available
3 miles in residence Immediate
occupancy
or
spring
semester
2005. $3IO/month (973) 865-637
R( x IM AVAII VBI I- NOW at Siinch,isc
with 3 males. Top floor, fully furnished
SMUmonth
Call Lisa 442-4800

HELP WANT! D
SI \RI a 12.00/
HR Southeastern Freight Lines. (he
13th largest LTL trucking company in
the U. S. is currently looking for
part-time freight handlers lo load/
unload trailers between <am and
10am. Monday thru Friday. Hours
may vary dependant upon class
schedules and aviilablity. Apply at
241 Blue Ridge Drive. Hamionburg
(behind Lowe\ s), or call Damn Moore
for
more
info
SEFL
is
a
FOE
(540)
801-0690.

RT Computer Systems
o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs

Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music

540-442-7335
Mon-Fri 9-6 . Sat 10-5

you have

24
hours...
to get your
yearbook
picture
taken!
Warren Hall,
Transitions Room

SKYD1VE! One day first Tandem
jumps from 13.500' from our 22
jumper aircraft. Gift Certificate'
B7MMVESICY
(877-348-3759)

WANTED: -DI"ERS AND "OM~ERS
If you participated in Destination
Imagination or Odyssy of the Mind
in High School, and would like
lo become a part of a University
team, LET US KNOW! email
armsmmtanmu.edu (540) 255-3439

BARTENDING! $250 day Potential
No experience necessary. Training
provided. (800) 965-6520 Ext 212.

MIMiMMAlT SPRING SFMFSTERfor Fox Hills townhouse, (male
or female) $325/ mo, furnished,
walking distance to campus, very nice
roommates Call (571) 278-6965.

$450
GROUP
FUNDRAISER
Scheduling I lorn w - 4 houn of your
group'* lime PLUS our free (yes, free)
fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call
TODAY lor i $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with
CampusFundraitcr
Contact
Campus Fundraiser. (KK8) 923-3238.
or MMt www camumstundratatr com

BABYSITTER l-xpencnccd bttrytitler
needed lo care for lO-nvonih-oId
occasional evening*/weekends. SaYhour
Rehreq Please call Bdl (540)630-1697

MADISON MANOR- -Furnished 3
bdrm apt, 2 baths available 12/15/04.
Prefer lease takeover, welcome
sublease.
Fireplace.
dishwasher,
swimming pool, tennis courts, bus
stops nearby. 3 roomies, $220/ person,
2 roomies, $330/ person. Best to e-mail
at«v«fU^am«aVoreall(540)574-3039
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SPRING BREAK 2005 Travel with STS.
America's *l Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica. Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Honda Now hiring on-campus reps
Call for group discounts. Information
Reservations
I -800-648-4849.
www.slslravel cum

i

StudentCity:Com

Spring Break
OlllCIII ■«!«•.

O'Nann B'«
SIOO REWARD Lost keys with USB
pen-drive at HighUwn (540)421-9180

SECONDARY SURVIVORS GROUP
now forming A safe and confidential
group providing information and
Mapport for men experiencing a loved
one dealing with sexual assault Contact
John. dewellla(a)/muedu or 568-3407.
HORSE BOARDING A LESSONS
5 min. to H'burg Special". Buy
3 mths board wS150 discount.
Specials Buy 6 pak lessons get 1
1 Rl I • Contact Joanna (540) 908-8409

ARMIII:

ll.MllJlN

Cruise

$299

Cancun $469
Jamaica $469
i.lprln|BrtakT ravil.com

1-800-678-6386
Sprit* Break 2005 Clul.ei.ge
Enid a better pnee! Lowest prices, free
meals, hottest parties'
November 6th Deadline!
Hiring reps- cam free trips A cash'
wnniMMflmw*
l-*90-426"IO
t wilM SKI PS'SPRlViBREAKERS!
Earn money or discount for all the
hot Spring Break trips! New: Las Vegas,
Puerto Vallarta 2" yean of Student
Travel. Two free trips ■ 15 HvtJsn
l-866-SPRINGBreak
HW.-777-4642.
» « » titmr/rrfngbrtali com

, Free T shirt
BAHAMAS SPRlNt.BHI VK Celebrity
CnlM. J I>JV. from $279' Includes
meals, pon-taxes, exclusive beach parties^
»nh 20 I of your favunie tv celebntiea*
as seen on Real World. Road Rules.'
Bachelor' Great beaches, nightlife.
I thics award winning company!
WWM SpringBreakTravel cam
I -800-678-6386.

SPRING
BREAK'
CANCUN
M'vfMirO, JAMAICA from S459
* tax. Elonda $159! Our Cancun
Price* are SIOO less than others' Book
now! Includes breakfasts, dinner.
Ethics award winning compan>
View 500 hotel reviews and videos at
WWW, SprtigBreakrravel.com.
SPRING BREAK »l Spring Break
I -800-678-6386
Vacations' .Cancun. Jamaica. Acaculco,
Bahamas. Florida & I'mla Rica. Campus
Reps Wanted' free Meats' KO0-2t4-7007
www. thebreeze.org/1 <
ukMi.\\\uiuiuuuiu.i,ium

Your Ad Here

SnemndoaL
Profcaawwal Can w*4 a Fcnona. Toach

Annual Gyn Exam
Birth Control
Colposcopy
Breast Exams

Bi ii I ii i

Bahamas Party

Insurance and
Major Credit
Cards Accepted

Leonard W. Aamodt, MD, F ACOG
Evan V. Forsnes, MD, F ACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L. Schminkey, CNM, MPH
Ann M. Schaetfer, CNM, MED
119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonbuig, VA 22801-3753
Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

Campus Assault
RepsonsE
Helpline
iteresi
the Fall _

iline
the
, or in the CARE
Please do not call the 24/7 helpline
for an application or for training information.

fall training
applications due
Friday 10/22

loam - 5pm
TODAY & TOMORROW!
B
2

The Milestone.
call X86541 for more info.

■ontart tajoierp'rtjmu.eciu with questions

Because we CARE...
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SPORTS/VARIETY

Football m- ri
Picks of
the Week
Relationships not
flawless, especially
during college years
institution of higher learning
in the first place?"
Genco obviously has been
brooding on the subject for
a while; she ended the rant,
saying, "Perhaps you can
write about that ... with a
little less bitterness."
I almost laughed and
brushed Genco off as an
angry woman — but she has
a point. Have we become too
socialized by movies and television? Do we automatically
enter relationships with the
hope that they will become
lifelong commitments?
Maybe movies have been
causing us to latch on to our
significant others. When my
housemate broke up with
his girlfriend of 14 months,
we were all stunned to hear
that the "perfect relationship"
wasn't so perfect.
Breakups made in the shadow of popular conceptions of
the "perfect relationship" are
crushing, even to bystanders.
Why are we so shocked

BY GEARY COX

senior writer
There are two glrU for
every guy here at JMU, a
fact that was even brought
to the attention of the Board
of Visitors earlier this month.
The 65 percent female to 35
percent male ratio was a dismal and promising figure,
depending on which side of
the fence you graze.
The ratio also spawned a
column in the opinion section
of 77K Breeze. It was this column that caused my friend,
sophomore Stephanie Genco,
to Miggest that I write Sex in
the Suburbs on the topic.
"The whole concept of
these girls feeling stranded if
they don't have a potential
husband — I mean boyfriend
— is ridiculous," Genco said.
"Sure, you could end up marrying him, but you have your
whole professional career to
look forward to and, after all,
ian't that why you're at an

shocked when college relationships don't last? we really
expect movie-size proportions
of others' relationship.
When 1 was searching
for column ideas last night, I
asked my good friend Jeremy
why so many people feel so
needy. He said that when we
search for someone to complete us, we often place too
much emphasis on one person. Instead of looking for a

soulmate around every corner,
Jeremy uses his friends for
support. Rather than invest
so much in one person about
whom we only might know a
little, it might be better to seek
staid support in a few.
My rirst Sex and the
Suburbs ran at the end of
last semester and it seems
ironic to mention because it
was on summer flings. In
that column, we considered

the story of my friend "El,"
who was considering longterm relationships with two
guys. Now that the first colors of fall are appearing on
campus, we are considering
lifetime commitments.
Are relationships seasonal? Do we only search
for long-term commitments
when they're convenient?
1 am going to advise the
same thing I did before sum-

mer break — have fun. So
many of us spend too much
time worrying if the person
we're dating is "the one," if
we're in the "perfect relationship." Genco would encourage us to focus on our studies
and impending careers. But,
why focus on such mundane
topics when there is a lot of
fun to be had ... especially for
the 35 percent male population at JMU?

HOMECOMING FOOTBALL TICKET/
XTUDEHTX CAN PICK UP THEIR HOMECOMING
TICKET* AT THE TICKET OFFICE IN THE
COHVOCATIOH CENTER
MONDAY, OCTOBER 18TH THROUGH FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 22TH.

TICKET OFFICE HOUR/ ARE

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM.
ONE TICKET PER

JAC

CARD.

Thursday, November 4th
1:00 pm to 5:00 pm, James Madison University
Taylor Hall University Center, Rooms 400 & 405

THIS WEEKEND
FRIDAY, OCrOBER 22
VCU

IN

Come out and audition! No appointment necessary. Get a great job in a great show. We

WOMEN'S SOCCEB VS.

7 PM

JMU

JMU

ATHLETICS

are searching lor outgoing and dynamic performers including: singers, dancers, actors,
character actors, jugglers, magicians and instrumentalists for live shows. Bring prepared

SOCCER COMPLEX

audition for all talents. Visit: www.TalentSearchBGW.com or call 800-253-3302.

FIELD HOCKEY VS. OLD DOMMON

7 PM
JMU

If you are under

18 you must >!«■•

parent or legal guardian with you. You must be at Mast 15 to

FIEID HOCKEY COMPIEX

auction and 16 to be employed Proof of age is required

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23
MEN'S h WOMEN'S SWIMMING VS.

Buach Gardens and Wafer Country USA an equal opportunity
employers and support a sale ana drug tree workplace. Applicants
wl be subject to leafing (both pre and post employment) for the
presence of "legal drugs

GEOPGE WASHINGTON

dARDLNS

IPM
SAVAGE NAIAIOPIUM, GODWH HAII

SPANKVS

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 24
FIEID HOCKEY VS. WIUIAM

h

MAPY

Live Reggae music (Every Wednesday)

IPM

Come check out ouij
new Mix & Match
Entree feature

JMU

FIEID HOCKEY COMPIEX

II- VS. UNC- WllMINGtON

David Nardi Acoustic entertainment

IPM

JMU

(Every Thursday 9pm- 12am)

SOCCER COMPLEX

Poetry Slam ( Every Sunday 9pm- 12am)
m Late Everynight
Plan your Halloween
18am-12am 7 days a week Festlvltie^roun^panky^s

hIVE AT AIL rlOMt F"llN S AND WOMEN S jWIMTntfTS TO BENEFIT THF

Biui Bioot

AMA FOOD BANK

BEN

JAMES

CHRISTINA

CATHERINE

AFFLECK GANDOLFINI APPLEGATE O'HARA

Surviving
Christmas
Share the warmth.
DREAMWORKS PKHTRES rwm \ViL TREES hwrcnm \ I.IYEPIANET nmxm BEN AFFLECK
STRYIVLVG CHUSTMAlTJAMES G.\ND0LFLM CHRISTINA AP»LEGATE UTHER1NE OMA -^SWI RANDY EDELMIN
IBS. PATRICIA W1IITCIILR" ■' RJENNO TOPPNi NO BETTY THOMAS,f I DEBORAH KAPLAN k HARRY ELFONT
""'"JIDEBORAH KAPLAN it HARRY ELFOMIVD JEFFREY .BTMIAk JOSHl A STERNLN ,U,1¥?MIKE MITCHELL

fflWP/oar^e

PG 13
l»*»U
SEXUAL CONTENT, LANGUAGE
w..
AND
A »RIEF OBUfl REFERENCE

wwwjunivlngchrisUiMS.com

PICTURES*

Starts Friday, October 22 At Theatres Everywhere
v

